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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a novel approach to texture retrieval using
independent component analysis (ICA) in wavelet domain is
proposed. It is well recognized that the wavelet coefficients in
different subbands are statistically correlated, resulting in the
fact that the product of the marginal distributions of wavelet
coefficients is not accurate enough to characterize the stochas-
tic properties of texture images. To tackle this problem, we
employ (ICA) in feature extraction to decorrelate the analysis
coefficients in different subbands, followed by modeling the
marginal distributions of the separated sources using gener-
alized Gaussian density (GGD), and perform similarity mea-
sure based on the maximum likelihood criterion. It is demon-
strated by simulation results on a database consisting of 1776
texture images that the proposed method improve the accu-
racy of texture image retrieval in terms of average retrieval
rate, compared with the traditional method using GGD for
feature extraction and Kullback-Leibler divergence for simi-
larity measure.

Index Terms— Content-based image retrieval, texture re-
trieval, independent component analysis, generalized gaus-
sian density, mutual information

1. INTRODUCTION

With the availability of large volume storage equipments and
easy access to the Internet, image databases in various ar-
eas, such as academic research, medical applications, and per-
sonal photo album management, have been unprecedentedly
enriched. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), intended to
provide users with effective and efficient tools for searching
and browsing such databases still remains a challenging prob-
lem due to its limited performance based on low level fea-
tures, such as color, shape, and texture.

Texture information receives much attention throughout
the development of CBIR techniques, in which the class of
statistical approaches to texture analysis in transform domain
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plays an important role. An approach to texture retrieval based
on Gabor wavelet features and norm-based distance function
was proposed in [1]. Wavelet-based texture retrieval using
a more flexible statistical model, i.e. generalized Gaussian
density (GGD), was studied in [2]. In addition, the similarity
measure (SM) and feature extraction (FE) were jointly con-
sidered as the estimation and detection in a maximum like-
lihood (ML) framework, providing a justifiable definition on
the SM using Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). The KLD-
based distance measure was proved to be asymptotically equiv-
alent to the maximum likelihood criterion yet with reduced
computational complexity. In the above methods, the SM is
performed by applying the respective distance functions in
different wavelet subbands, followed by an additive combi-
nation of the resulting distances. According to the chain rule
of KLD, the afore-mentioned methodology of SM can only
be used to approximate the distance between the probabil-
ity density functions (PDF’s) of two texture images, taking
into consideration that the marginal distributions of the coef-
ficients in different subbands are correlated to each other. To
compensate for this drawback, a vector wavelet domain hid-
den Markov model (WD-HMM) was developed for texture
characterization and retrieval problems in [3].

We tackle the problem of inter-subband dependence of
wavelet-based texture characterization from a different per-
spective, i.e. independent component analysis (ICA) is em-
ployed to decorrelate the marginal distributions of the coeffi-
cients in different subbands such that the modeling of the joint
distribution as the product over the marginal distributions is
justifiably accurate. The application of the proposed method
to wavelet-based texture retrieval is studied. The proposed
method is theoretically simpler than those modeling the inter-
subband dependence using complex models, such as WD-
HMM. The application of ICA to texture analysis was first
considered in [4], in which the problem of texture classifica-
tion and synthesis were addressed. However, the separated
sources were modeled using channel histograms and only 8
images were used in the experiments, by which the effective-
ness of the method using ICA with application to texture re-
trieval is not predictable. To demonstrate the potential of our
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method through its ability to reduce the cross-subband depen-
dence, we compared the mutual information (MI) before and
after using ICA. As a filter-based method, we employ steer-
able pyramid decomposition. We study the application of ICA
to wavelet-based texture retrieval through the combination of
ICA with GGD and make further investigation on the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method using an image database con-
sisting of 1776 texture images. In addition, we explain why
KLD-based SM is not applicable to our method. As an ini-
tial investigation of the proposed method and its application
to CBIR, we compared it with the wavelet-based texture re-
trieval using GGD. It is shown by simulation results that the
new method outperforms the one using only GGD in terms of
average retrieval rate.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. A Maximum Likelihood Framework of CBIR

An ML framework of CBIR can be described as follows. De-
note the image data by X , which in our case is the image
signatures with respect to the filtering functions of the multi-
scale multi-orientation decomposition. Assuming that X con-
sist of L independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom vectors, i.e. X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xL}, drawn from p(x|θ),
where θ is the parameter set of the PDF of the image. Con-
sidering a database of M images, the FE can be regarded as a
problem of ML estimation, i.e.

θ̂i = argmax
θi∈Θ

L∑

l=1

log p(xi
l|θi), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, (1)

where θ̂i is the feature set of the ith image in the database
with image data represented as xi

l , and Θ is the set of pos-
sible values on which the PDF is defined. Jointly considered
with the FE, the SM can be thought of as a problem of ML
detection, in which the likelihood in (2) is maximized,

log p(Xq|θi) =
L∑

l=1

log p(xq
l |θi), (2)

by choosing θi, the feature of the nth top matched image,
from the set of features of all images in the database, given
the query image data Xq. Asymptotically equivalent to the
ML rule, a KLD-based approach to SM can be applied to the
above problem.

It can be observed that the parameter estimation of a mul-
tivariate distribution is required in the above problem. The
complexity, however, can be considerably reduced if inde-
pendent marginal distributions are found, while avoiding the
inaccuracy caused by the approximation used in [2].
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Fig. 1. The comparison between the MI’s with and without
ICA.

2.2. Decorrelation of the Marginal Distributions of Sub-
band Coefficients Using Independent Component Analy-
sis

As a useful statistical signal processing method, ICA charac-
terizes the nongaussian structure of the data being analyzed.
It transforms the data using a set of basis functions adapted to
the data such that the signatures of the data in different chan-
nels are statistically independent. The ICA algorithm using
the extended infomax principle [5] is employed in the pro-
posed method. To illustrate the potential of ICA to remove
the cross-subband dependence, we calculated the MI’s, before
and after ICA, of the response of a filter bank to 111 repre-
sentative texture images, of which each one is from a different
texture class in the database. As described in the first section,
a steerable pyramid decomposition with 2 scales and 4 orien-
tations was used. To reduce the computational intensity, we
selected the analysis coefficients from two subbands in each
scale. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the marginal distributions are
indeed decorrelated which is indicated by the reduction of MI.
It should be noted that in practice ICA can not completely
separate the multivariate random data into statistically inde-
pendent sources, i.e. residual dependence always remains.

2.3. Texture Retrieval Using ICA and GGD

The CBIR framework under consideration is composed of
two parts, i.e. FE and SM. Shown in Fig. 2 is the block
diagram of the proposed texture retrieval framework.

In the FE step, an image is first decomposed using a multi-
resolution analysis, which in our case is the steerable pyra-
mid decomposition. Then the analysis coefficients are trans-
formed using the basis vectors adapted to the texture image,
followed by the statistical modeling using GGD defined as

p(x|α, β) =
β

2αΓ(1/β)
e−(|x|/α)β

, (3)
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the proposed framework of tex-
ture retrieval.

where x is a scalar random variable, and α and β are scale
and shape parameters of the GGD, controlling the width and
the decreasing rate of the peak of the PDF. In our study, tex-
ture images within the same class are assumed to have the
same ICA basis functions with the purpose of reducing com-
putational complexity. Therefore, the feature of an image is
composed of the parameters of the GGD and the filtering ma-
trix of the ICA. In the SM step, the likelihood in (2) can be
expressed with appropriate normalization as

1
L
log p(Xq|θi)=

1
L

J∑

j=1

L∑

l=1

log p(sq
k,j,l|ψi

j)− log |det(W−1
k )|,

(4)
where sq

j,l,k is the lth IC of the query image in the jth chan-
nel filtered using the basis functions W k adapted to the kth
texture class to which the ith candidate image belongs, and
ψi

j = {αi
j , β

i
j} is the parameter of the source distribution.

It should be noted that scheme of SM in [2] is not ap-
plicable to the proposed method. Based on the ML criterion
as expressed in (4), the subband coefficients of a given query
image have to be filtered using the basis functions adapted
to candidate texture image to be compared, which depend on
the texture class to which the to-be-compared image belongs.
The marginal distributions of the projection coefficients after
the transforms by different W k’s can not always be consid-
ered as being independent, unless the to-be-compared texture
image and the query image are in the same class, which is not
known prior to the retrieval.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The database of texture images used in our experiments were
constructed by dividing a texture image with the resolution
of 640 × 640 into 16 texture images with the resolution of
160 × 160, which constitute a class of images with the same
type of texture. Images within the same class were obtained
from 16 non-overlapping areas of each of the 111 texture im-
ages with higher resolution. A few sample texture images
were shown in Fig. 3. In our experiments, query images
were taken from the image database, which means the ideal
retrieval result is that all of the 16 images in the same class
as the query image are returned as the top 16 images with

Fig. 3. Sample texture images with resolution of 640 × 640.

GGD+KLD GGD+ML GGD+ICA+ML
sp3Filter 62.94% 62.24% 70.54%
sp5Filter 61.64% 61.31% 62.62%

Table 1. Performance comparison by average retrieval rate.

the first one being the query image itself. Two steerable pyra-
mid filters were employed with 2 scales of decomposition, i.e.
sp3Filter and sp5Filter, which are characterized by 4 orienta-
tions/scale and 6 orientations/scale, respectively. Following
[1], the performance of the proposed method is evaluated us-
ing the average retrieval rate which is defined as the average
percentage of the images in the same class as the query among
the top 16 matched images. Through the comparison in Table
1, it can be shown that our method outperforms the wavelet-
based texture retrieval using GGD. In addition, we compared
the average retrieval rates of the two methods as a function
of the number of top matched images considered. As illus-
trated in Fig. 4, to achieve the same average retrieval rate, the
number of matched images which need to be considered to
reach a certain retrieval accuracy is considerably reduced by
the proposed method. To compare the effectiveness of the two
methods to different type of texures, they were also compared
based on the average retrieval rates with respect to different
classes of textures. We randomly selected the results of 35
classes out of 111 classes. As demonstrated in Fig. 5, it can
be observed that the proposed method consistently provides
better retrieval accuracy than that of the method using GGD.
We also developed a graphic user interface for the purpose of
subjective evaluation, in which the query image is not consid-
ered as part of the retrieval result. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
4 and Fig. 4, all of the 15 images in the same class as the
query image are returned as the top matched images, while
three irrelevant images in a different class are retrieved using
the method employing GGD.

4. CONCLUSION

The wavelet-based texture retrieval using ICA is considered,
in which the ICA is used to decorrelate the marginal distri-
butions of the analysis coefficients resulting from a multi-
resolution decomposition of a texture image. Based on the
mutual information, we demonstrate that the cross-subband
dependence is considerably removed, resulting in the fact that
the marginal distributions of the separated sources modeled
by GGD and the estimated ICA transformation matrix pro-
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vides a more accurate statistical modeling of texture images,
which in turn improves the performance of texture retrieval
in terms of average retrieval rate. Simulation results on a
database consisting 1776 texture images indicate the superior
performance of the proposed approach to the one using GGD.
As an initial study, we leave as part of the future work the
comparison between the new method and those characteriz-
ing cross-scale cross-orientation dependence by complicated
models, such as WD-HMM. In addition, the method of SM
suitable to the proposed method with lower computational
intensity comparable to that of KLD will be investigated as
well.
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Fig. 4. The average retrieval rate with respect to different
numbers of returned images considered.
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison by average retrieval rate with
respect to different texture classes using sp3Filter.
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